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The University of Delhi released its fourth cutoff list on July 8, even as Ambedkar University, Delhi
(AUD), issued the first, in which many subjects touched 100%.
In the latter's list for the university's seven social science and humanities programmes, cutoffs
touched 100% for commerce students who had applied for sociology, English, psychology and the BA
(hons) social sci ences.Moreover, the required marks for every course were higher by twoseven per
cent for those from outside Delhi. “The cutoffs have been structured keeping in mind that commerce
students tend to score more as compared to others,“ said Sarmishta Roy, PRO, AUD. “Further, several
students from boards outside Delhi have scored much higher but we have a mandate to reserve 85%
seats for applicants domiciled in Delhi. This leaves 15% for students from other places.“ A second
cutoff list is due on July 13 while DU's fifth cutoff is expected the day after.
In the fourth list, candidates could sign up for history at Hindu, Lady Shri Ram (LSR) College for
Women and Indraprastha College for Women. At LSR, there were no more admissions for BCom (H),
economics and Hindi.While Shri Ram College for Commerce closed the window for BCom, the
economics option was still open. Economics and BCom (H) were available at Hans Raj and Hindu as
well. At Delhi College of Arts and Commerce, one could enrol for BCom (H), economics and
English.
The door to most science courses was shut everywhere barring some programmes at Daulat Ram,
Kirori Mal, Hans Raj and Hindu.Psychology and Hindi were still on offer at Daulat Ram, as were BA
French, German, Spanish and Italian programmes at the university's department of Germanic and
Romance studies.
St Stephen's College, after completing interviews, declared the list of candidates to be admitted. The
NonCollegiate Women's Education Board released its first cutoff list, with 85% being the highest
point for BCom.
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